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been at war before and might be again. To the northwest were
the British posts, still held by strong forces, and hostile Indians*
"He shewed^ that in case of domestic war, Hudson river, that
great source of our wealth, would also be that of our weakness;
by the intersection of the state, and the difficulty we should
find in bringing one part to support the other.73" The Confedera-
tion was said to be "thirteen distinct governments., and yet they
are not thirteen governments, but one government/* he remarked,
on July 1* "It requires the ingenuity of St Athanasius to under-
stand this political mystery.5* What was needed was a federal
government such as the Constitution offered, in which the cen-
tral government should be supreme over central affairs., and the
local governments -supreme over local This was no mystery, but
good sense.
Neither Clinton for the Antifederalists nor Jay for the Federal-
ists spoke often. The convention was largely a debate, now and
then interrupted by various speakers, between Hamilton from
New York County and Melancton Smith, a self-taught and well-
taught merchant and lawyer who had lately lived in New York
City but had been elected from Dutchess Coiinty> where he had
large estates. Smith thought a confederated government better
than a consolidated. While he-was in favor of a union of the
states, and' agreed that the central government ought to operate
upon individuals rather than upon states, still he thought it
ought to operate upon individuals only **to a certain degree."
The state legislatures had been placed by the Articles of Con-
federation between Congress and the people to protect the
people. "We were then, it is true, too cautious/* Smith admitted
on June 21; "and too much restricted the powers of the central
government. But now it is proposed to go into the contrary, and
a more dangerous extreme; to remove all barriers to give the new
government free access to our pockets, and ample command of
our persons, and that without providing for a genuine and fair
representation of the people.3* Once started on tills course, there
was no telling how far the process might go.
If the people were properly represented in Congress, as Smith
thought they were in the state legislatures, the central govern-
ment would be too expensive and the officials probably become
corrupt He thought it fantastic to talk about providing so costly
a thing as a navy. That must come later, if ever, "It was our duty

